
The conversion rates are ta be expressed in national currencies, per euro deflned with six
significant figures, and inverse rates will not be used (which is flot the case with most exchange rates>:

thus conversion rates will be deflned for ai conversions from euros into Member State currencies by
dividing or multlplying by a pre-deflned conversion factor.

For example, if the DMleuro rate is 1.92692 and the Italian liraleuro rate is 1935.41, then ta

convert DMI,OOO into lira, one would divide by the DMleuro rate and then multiply by the liraleuro rate.

Ali cross rates have ta be deflned in ternis of euros (with flot less than three decimals) so that there

can be no different methods ta convert currencies. In the above example, this should yield a sumn of

LI,004,406 for the Lira/DM conversion factor.

WAho will bear the costs of these changes? There are essentially two types of costs that must

be distinguished: one-t'ime conversion costs, and the costs of doing business with essentially two

currencies in each Member State. The costs of rewriting contracts or converting amounts wiiI be

borne by the contract holders themselves, but in terms of the cost of converting financial instruments

(such as cheques) denominated in different Member State currencies, the costs wiII be borne by the

customers, as banks may charge a fee for the service. As Member State currencies are only legal

tender in their country of issuance, thîs does create an incentive for companies ta convert accounts

into euros at their earliest conveflielice, as the euro should be legal tender in ai participating Member

States. Again mhis assumes that there is zero probability of EMU being unsuccessful.

How are the rates of conversion ta be chosen? This is an unresolved issue, and has been the

subject of recent research (see Giovannini (1991) and De Grauwe (1996)). There are essentially three

ways in which the conversion rates can be chosen, as De Grauwe (1996) discusses: flrst, it could be

announced in advance mhat the conversion rates wll be a weighted average of market rates during a

given period prior ta mhe start of the mhird stage (the so-called Lamfalussy rule); second, a pre-

announced set of rates could be used, regardless of where market rates happen ta b. at mhe Urne,

and-, thirdly, the conversion rates could be set using mhe market rates as 0f mhe beginning of stage


